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Description
Module "messages_unread_messages" provides a text indication to the user eg "You have 999 new messages" and a hyperlink to messu-mailbox.php.

Would a more graphical alternative module be possible / make sense?

I’m thinking it might display a grey open envelope if there are no messages, a green open envelope if there are only read messages and a red closed envelope if there are any unread messages. (Some might suggest red and read should be paired, but red is usually associated with needing attention, so makes more sense to me.)

On mouse-over, the grey open envelope might say "no messages", the green open envelope might say "999 read messages" and the red closed envelope "999 unread messages"

On click all three would hyperlink to page messu-mailbox.php in the same way that the current module does.

Is this a sensible/viable suggestion to enhance the look and feel of tiki?

Thanks,

Martin
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